Weekly Committee Schedule

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Committee on Natural Resources

Wednesday, April 7, 2004
Committee Room No. 4
9:00 A.M.

INSTRUMENTS TO BE HEARD:

HB 105  SALTER — FISHING/CATFISH: Eliminates recreational limits for channel catfish in Toledo Bend Reservoir

HB 117  J D SMITH — FISHING/CRABS: Requires marking with floats only those crab traps located south of the northern bank of the Intracoastal Waterway

HB 143  LAMBERT — FISHING/CRABS: Exempts from the requirement for floats and float lines those crab traps located in the Atchafalaya Basin

HB 145  J D SMITH — FISHING/CRABS: Requires that Vermilion Bay be included annually in the abandoned crab trap removal program

HB 168  J D SMITH — FISHING/COMMERCIAL: Provides for use of shad seine for commercial fishing

HB 201  DARTEZ — FISHING/NETS: Authorizes shad gill net use in Lake Verret

HB 415  J D SMITH — FISHING/CRABS: Institutes a moratorium on the purchase of commercial crab trap gear licenses

HB 469  J D SMITH — FISHING/NETS: Provides for uniform mesh size for certain seines and gill nets taking of commercial fish

HB 596  J D SMITH — FISHING/LICENSES: Provides relative to temporary transfer of recreational and commercial fishing gear licenses

HB 597  J D SMITH — FISHING/COMMERCIAL: Provides that all fish found on board a vessel operated by a person with a commercial license are deemed to have been caught for commercial purposes

HB 598  DARTEZ — FISHING/NETS: Requires unattended nets and trawls in saltwater areas to be tagged

HB 601  BALDONE — FISHING/SHRIMP: Provides relative to limits for taking of bait shrimp

HB 602  DANIEL — FISHING/SHRIMP: Provides relative to methods for taking bait shrimp and provides for a fee for a bait dealers permit

HB 603  PIERRE — FISHING/SHRIMP: Authorizes commercial taking of freshwater shrimp in certain waters

HB 604  FRITH — FISHING: Requires charter boat guide licensees to provide survey information to the Department of Wildlife and Fisheries

HB 733  J D SMITH — WILDLIFE & FISHERIES CMN: Authorizes the Wildlife and Fisheries Commission to adopt regulations for the use of yo-yo fishing gear in lakes managed by lake commissions, fish and game commissions, and watershed districts

HB 815  BALDONE — FISHING/CRABS: Provides relative to labeling of commercial crab traps

HB 1172  ODINET — FISHING/COMMERCIAL: Modifies season and time for commercial taking of mullet

HB 1374  J D SMITH — FISHING/COMMERCIAL: Provides for commercial fishing and gear license for people seventy and over
Thursday, April 8, 2004

INSTRUMENTS TO BE HEARD:

Any instrument not disposed of at the April 7, 2004 meeting will be scheduled for April 8, 2004, pursuant to House Rule 14.24(A).

Any legislative instrument on the weekly schedule and listed on the notice for a committee which was not disposed of at the first meeting of a committee in the week may be carried over and listed on the notice for the second meeting of the committee during such week (without requiring rule suspension) (House Rule 14.24(A)).

LEGISLATIVE INSTRUMENTS MAY BE DELETED (DOES NOT REQUIRE HOUSE RULES SUSPENSION) OR ADDED (REQUIRES HOUSE RULES SUSPENSION) PRIOR TO THE MEETING DATE. (HOUSE RULES 14.23 AND 14.24) SEE THE DAILY NOTICE OF COMMITTEE MEETINGS POSTED PRIOR TO MEETING DATE.
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Chairman